
BEER Marie

Functional and Convenient - the new Beer Marie
With their new Beer Marie, Beer Grill offer an individual and 
game-changing solution for the bain-marie sector.
Easy to operate and equipped with our proven Culinario 
technology, the new Beer Marie satisfies even the highest 
demands.
Monitoring the water level and filling is done automatically, 
guaranteeing high process safety and ultra-simple handling. 
Due to its optimised heating technology, the Beer Marie pro-
duces substantial energy savings compared to conventional 
bain-marie systems.
The Beer Marie with its quality workmanship and clas-
sy Beer design integrates into any sales concept and fits 
seamlessly in combinations with other Beer cold and/or 
warm showcases.
In typical Beer Grill style, the dishes are attractively illumi-
nated and maintain their core temperature for an extended 
length of time. It takes just a few manoeuvres to transform 
the Beer Marie from a self-service station into an attended 
point of sale. And, due to its sophisticated design, it‘s really 
easy to clean.
The Beer Marie is available in sizes from GN 2/1 to 5/1.

Bain-Marie in Classy Beer Design
Some features:

  For use with GN containers up to 200mm depth
  Inner basins with rounded edges in hygienic design and 

      incline for draining the water
  Proven Culinario Glass showcase with LED lighting
  Complementary neutral lighting is automatically swit-

       ched on for each GN unit to provide perfect illumination
  Classy high-quality glass and stainless steel design
  Simple operation
  Digital thermostat control
  Water level monitoring with automatic refilling
  Low energy consumption
  Fast warm-up
  Easy to clean surfaces
  Available in the sizes GN 2/1 to GN 5/1
  Optionally without glass showcase
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BEER Marie

Beer Marie - Specifications (dimensions for variation 5E) 

Models Presentation surface Voltage Power Plug Dimensions
(WxDxH in mm)

Beer Marie 2/1 2 x GN 1/1 400 V/230 V 2,65 kW 15/Schuko 760 x 650 x 779

Beer Marie 3/1 3 x GN 1/1 400 V 3,95 kW 15/CEE 16 1110 x 650 x 779

Beer Marie 4/1 4 x GN 1/1 400 V 4,25 kW 15/CEE 16 1440 x 650 x 779

Beer Marie 5/1 5 x GN 1/1 400 V 6,55 kW 15/CEE 16 1780 x 650 x 779

Front view:
Open front pane serves as breath protection screen

Rear view with stashed away 
sliding mirror

Side view with closed front pane 
and sliding mirror


